Loss of anisotropic properties in abdominal aorta aneurysm obtained from the xenograft rat model.
Cellular treatments using mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) cultured in 3D conditions constitute a solution to the classical surgery in treating abdominal aortic aneurysm (AAA). The recurrent question is: how this type of biotherapy changes the mechanical behavior of artery? Experiments measurements based on xenograft rat model showed that the proposed cellular treatment leads to a decreasing radius and length of the AAA during its growth. An inverse finite element method was used to investigate the mechanical hyperelastic behavior of the AAA in the untreated case compared to the treated one. Although AAA leads a loss anisotropy while the cellular treatment does not restore it, it was shown that the stiffness of the arterial wall was improved. The numerical analysis of the stress distributions permitted to localize the stress concentration through the arterial wall and the probable zone of the rupture of the aneurysm developed from the xenograft rat model. The treatment of AAA with MSCs cultured in a 3D conditions constitutes a new challenge. Based on xenograft rat model, this study shows the potential of this cellular treatment to reduce the variation of the growth, the stiffness and the stress distributions.